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1. Guest Experience Offering Changes 
… from staffing levels to reservations ideas to guest flow. 
 

WISE Note: Lots of core WISE Principles (like Service Heart, Surprise & Delights) are more 

important than ever.  How can we deliver both a safe and memorable experience that “keeps the 

magic alive?”  Here are your ideas gathered during Session #2. 

 

Top Ideas for Guest Experience Offerings:  

1. Weather Solutions – making sure the guest is as comfortable as possible 

2. Messaging and Communication – you can never have too much 

3. Leveraging the 1:1 guest experience into better rapport building leads to higher AOV 

 

More Great ideas:  

A. Weathering the Weather 

• Lots of umbrellas 

• We’ve been thinking about cold towels, but worry about the disinfection 

• Providing little cups of ice  

• We’re also thinking ahead to winter and what kind of outdoor equipment we might 

need then, such as space heaters 

• Finding outdoor spaces that work within the ABC parameters is a challenge 
 

WISE Note: Need a fluid management of reservations for outdoor seating and contingency 

plans for weather challenges. Additionally, consider branding and selling merchandise for 

these occasions – umbrellas, bandanas for soaking in ice water to combat heat, blankets, 

sunscreen, etc.  

 

B. Getting the Message Across 

• We are trying to manage expectations ahead of time 

• Constantly talking to them – over-messaging and over-communicating 

• Signs on the property reiterating by appointment 

• We are pre-charging to help with the issue of no-shows 

• Sticky Wicket – Managing larger groups 
 

WISE Note: We can’t communicate enough, so multiple messages, in multiple ways to help 

set expectations and keep everyone happy and safe is a best practice. Consider beyond email 

confirmations, having team call the day prior with what to expect, signage throughout the 

tasting room, laminated info on the tables, etc.  
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C. Engagement and Flexibility 

• We are offering extra pours and cheese platters to club members 

• Providing nicer touches to club members 

• We hold open some chairs to allow for walk ins – requires an open line of 

communication 

• We are providing really personalized attention 

• Less volume, but higher AOV, and the staff is getting tips 

• Shifted to assigned tables for better service 

• Building rapport lets the team investigate and see what the table needs 

• The plan is not having a plan – told the staff that the sky’s your limit, go ahead and 

surprise and delight! 
 

WISE Note: Exceed guests’ expectations on every visit by formally choreographing elements 

of surprise and delight into every guest experience.  The key here is to do so in an authentic 

way, tailored to each guests’ experience. 
 

 

2. Sales Ideas 
 

WISE Note: It takes more staff (dedicated cleaners and live phone coverage is a must) and more 

time between guest experiences during C19, so plan accordingly. Here are your ideas gathered 

during Session #2. 

 

Top 5 Sales Ideas:  

1. Bundles are a great way to sell more wine and/or merchandise  

2. Library Tastings – offering something new/different to members and regular guests  

3. Mystery Case Options – mixing it up to move SKUs and make it interesting  

4. Follow Up Emails – To thank, but also to provide club and promo info 

5. Fun with masks and identification 

 

More Great ideas: 

A. Capturing the Data 

• By reservation / Tok, part of opening procedure to create a profile in the POS to make 

it more seamless (do the legwork ahead of time) 

• Got a new appreciate for data capture / database – didn’t leverage it prior to C19, now 

emailing more, more call to actions – seeing great results  

• Surveys for data capture  

• Tasting notes with data capture – asking for data 

• Merchandise drawing – get data capture, not super successful but some data 
 

WISE Note: With tasting rooms in flux due to C-19, capturing data becomes even more 

important, as it gives wineries a way to continue connecting with new customers beyond their 

initial visit. Help your team find ways to effectively capture contact data. 
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B. Deliver the Message 

• Setting expectations with benefits and commitment for club enrollment 

• Signage for benefits appropriate for outdoors 

• Difficult to ‘sell’ with masks on - conversion rates seem the same; less face-to-face 

time with guests 

 

C. Operational Creativity 

• Online sales doing well with gift packs, shipping promos – don’t’ usually do 

discounted programs, so the response is good – bundles and shipping promotions 

doing well  

• We leverage and use our data analysis to inform our business decisions 

• Roulette packages – ‘surprise package’ or mystery case 

• Ecommerce – bundles with flat rate shipping; special access to wine for members; 

analyzing data to see if opportunities to if upping 4-packs to 6-packs, etc. 

• Second tasting list on library wines with a slightly higher /expensive option – give 

them something else different  

• Regular, but not ‘new’ people as much… offered friends member benefits – not a lot 

of ROI 

 

D. Make the Member Feel Special 

• Member-only virtual events with option to invite friends 

• Member-only winemaker tour with barrel tastings, in the vineyards – legalities of 

people falling? Waivers? Great retention tool – with higher price point  

• Social media for retention/engagement – Facebook Live – give them a view of the 

vineyards/experience of winery 
 

WISE Note: Club members are generally our biggest fans. Finding ways to continue to make 

them feel special, and part of the winery family, is crucial, especially for those who can’t 

visit.  

 

E. Question: How Do We Deal with People Trying to Reserve in Large Groups 

Possible solutions:  

• Messaging and communication is key 

• We don’t make the rules – we want to stay open, so we have to follow and enforce 

them 

• If they still show up with too many people, create as much distance as possible and 

split the group up 

• Or, alternatively, seat them at two tables next to each other, provide one server who 

stands between the tables 

• We’re always reminding the groups that they need to respect the rules to allow for 

wineries to remain open 
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3. Selling if a Shutdown Happens Again 

 

WISE Note: The reason we have fire drills ahead of an actual emergency is so we all know what 

we are supposed to do and where we are supposed to go when emergency comes. It is important 

to plan now how to maximize all of these great ideas. Also, virtual tastings, phone and digital 

should be more active channels all the time / anyway . . . just saying! 
 

A. Lessons from the Initial Shutdown 

• We pivoted to wholesale, looked at other sales channels, shifted to what others did, 

virtual pick up party  

• Some members bought shipments for other friends  

• Also did case specials/shipping  

• Curbside pick-up very strong 

• Creating personalized programming for wine club – tailoring all our focus to keep 

people engaged 

• Promoting through newsletters, social media 

• We are preparing for another shut down. We have an onsite chef who will do take 

out 

• Ecommerce has SOARED. Getting new members, online through the roof (5x) even 

once the TR opened 

• Using TR staff to check in with members – just checking in. End of March/early 

April, now thinking about the next outreach campaign 

• Carol updates the blog posts, replies to guest inquiries 
 

WISE Note: The ‘gift’ of having had to survive a shutdown again is that we’ve now done it once 

and hopefully learned some lessons of what we’d do next time. It’s not everyday we get a 

mulligan, so let’s make the most of it if we have a do-over.  

 

B. Virtual Reality. We always wanted to do them, but was at the bottom of the list. But 

now… 

• Every Thursday, 14 weeks in a row via FB and Zoom, not everyone could get in to 

our first one. Now doing once a month  

• We put together a three-bottle pack full size bottles, and sell those ahead of time 

• Have folks who are great on camera 

• 45-60 minutes, 75-100 “instances”  

• Use the chat for questions (no pre-registration required) with one producer on the 

back end 

• Give them a code to reorder the wines, for post event sales. $1 shipping on post sales 

• Members are in to it, folks don’t have to register, getting the word out, hoping others 

share (no barriers to entry). Getting new faces when a member takes a mason jar to 

next door 

• Friday was a low turn out, Thursday 5:30 is sweet spot – East-coaster still join in 

• Open it up – not everyone could get in (Zoom limited to 100), well oil machine now 
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• We record and send the link on Social/email.  

• You can link Zoom to FB! Auto records 

• Corporate virtual tastings, give them a way to entertain clients (group of 12), 

cohosting we are there 15 minutes, then they stay on and do their mingling. Offer 

them a code to reorder as well. 

• Been promoting everyone’s virtual tastings 
 

WISE Note: Virtual tastings are here to stay. How you deliver in the virtual space will 

depend on your brand personality, the makeup of your club/contact list, and your available 

internal resources. Be strategic – what is the purpose you are trying to achieve (retention, 

brand awareness, sales, etc.) and ensure your virtual tastings are meeting those goals.  

 

C. Winter is Coming 

• S.O.N.D. is coming! (September, October, November, December.) Holiday gifting is 

getting out earlier than ever.  

• Virtual tastings themed for holiday – no corporate holiday parties. 

• Wines that pair with Netflix, Spotify playlists  

• HAVE A PITCH. Bring some kind of value – support, specials, craft projects with 

barrels/corks. 

• Have you thought about doing crafts with barrels? 

• PRWCA Zoom Hang Outs – the Mentor Show (changes every week), always 3 

guests. Lots of brands host. Ask Chris if you want to participate/host.  
 

WISE Note: We have never had to ‘pivot’ or ‘be flexible’ so much as an industry, so while you’ve 

got all the ‘new normal’ objectives on your plate, don’t forget to start planning now for the 

winter months – whether it’s preparing for outdoor tastings in the winter, putting together 

corporate gifting ideas, or finding ways to redeploy staff when traffic is down or non-existent, 

have a plan in place and work the plan…but be flexible and ready to pivot!?   


